BOAT RACE TIMES
Times in black are real elapsed times as clocked on the day. Times in green are with one watch
restarted after the stoppage.
* denotes which crew we thought at the time was leading by a fraction when the mark was reached,
but we have not 100% confirmed as online footage not yet available to re-watch.
The Boat Race
CAMBRIDGE
OXFORD
Milepost
3-42
3-42*
H’smith Bridge
6-42*
6-42
Chiswick Steps
10-23
10-23*
Race stopped at 10:32 with Oxford slightly ahead (about 1 seat)
Race restarted at 41-20 before Chiswick Steps
Interval for stoppage 30 minutes 48 seconds
nd
Chiswick Steps (2 )
41-55
41-55
(since restart)
0-35
0-35
Barnes Bridge
45-21
45-30
(since restart)
4-01
4-10
Finish
48-11
48-24
(since restart)
6-51
7-04

crews level

The finish margin of 13 seconds was judged at four and a quarter (4.25) lengths.
Finish judge was Ben Kent.
Ben Kent also adjudicated the final time of the race to be the consolidated times of the crews as they
raced (ie the overall time with the stoppage subtracted), therefore
Official race times:
Cambridge 17-23
Oxford 17-36
This therefore represents the time for which the crews were in action.
It is not a measure of their real speed since they ended up having rowed one small section of the
course twice. Not a 4.25 miles this year, more like 4.5 (ish).
Some will suggest that the times to Barnes and the Finish chould be calculated better by adding the
first Chiswick Steps time to the short times for the second race. However, that is very inaccurate. The
crews had a half-hour rest, which means they were considerably fresher when they restarted at a point
where most Boat Race crews would be very tired and running out of steam. And the tide had changed
by the time they restarted, how much and whether faster or slower was not measured. So any talk of
“one of the fastest races in history” is very misleading.

Official timekeepers
Dr Rachel Quarrell
Christopher Dodd
Patrick Kidd
Reserves race
* denotes leading crew at the time
Isis
Milepost
3-42*
H’smith Bridge
6-42*
Chiswick Steps
10-23*
Barnes Bridge
13-54*
Finish
16-41*

Goldie
3-43
6-46
10-29
14-05
16-56

NEW RESERVES RECORD

The final margin of 15 seconds was judged to be five lengths.
We haven’t yet confirmed if any of Isis’ other times were records.
Information on reserves race supplied by reserves timekeeper.

